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PLS 90E & Detector
Features

Menu Switch

Specifications
Light Source:

Working Range:
Accuracy - Square:
Plumb Down:
Levelling:
Levelling Range:
Power Supply:
Operating Time:
Operating Temp:

Storage Temp:

Indicator:

Environment:
Dimensions:
Weight:

Check Square

Semiconductor laser diode
635-670nm, visible
±250 ft (outdoor w/detector)
<1/8” @ 100 ft (outdoor w/detector)
<1/8” @ 20 ft
Automatic
±6º
3AA alkaline batteries
25+ hours continuous use
0ºF to 122ºF
(-18ºC to 50ºC)
-40ºF to 158ºF
(-40ºC to 70ºC)
Green light: ON
Red Light: EXCEEDS TILT/
Amber Light: BATTERY LOW
Flashing: Pulse Beam - Exterior
Water resistant; not submersible
5” x 2 1/4” x 4 1/2”
0.77kg (including batteries)

Universal Base - Tripod Adaptor

1. When working outside with your PLS-LD
detector remember to engage the “pulse”
mode with a second press of the “on” button.
2. Use the wide band width of your PLS-LD
detector for longer layout tasks.
3. Remember you are capturing a vertical
beam/fan angle so your PLS-LS will be used
in the horizontal position, most often in your
hand close to the ground.
4. When using the PLS90E on a tripod or
batter board, capture the beam close to the
ground to make your reference mark
5. To “dial in the beam” use the fine tune adjustment knob. Unit should be on a stable
surface or tripod. Care should be taken not to
move the unit while using the fine
adjustment knob.
6. Some tripod heads are smaller than
others. When using the PLS90E on a tripod
ensure at least three points of the universal
base are resting on the tripod head. This will
eliminate the possibility of the base rocking
the tripod.
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